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California’s redirect to electric-powered cars
by Laura Augenbraun | CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT | She/Her/Hers | Laura.Augenbraun@uconn.edu

This picture of rush hour traffic exemplifies a good example of just how many cars are housed in California. An everyday sight for busy Los Angeles residents.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF FLICKR

Amidst the world’s struggle
against climate change, California Governor Gavin Newsom
has announced the state’s plan
to discontinue its selling of new
gasoline-powered cars by 2035.
Newsom announced this
plan with the hopes to redirect
citizens to electric-powered cars
and to lessen the state’s reliance
on fossil fuels.
According to the official
homepage for the state of California, transportation currently accounts for more than 50 percent
of California’s Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, a number that would
drop drastically if the state stays
on track with its projected gasoline car ban.
The website also states that
by 2035, electric vehicles will be
cheaper than most gasoline-powered cars. Currently the average
price of an electric-powered ve-

hicle comes in around $66,000,
a figure that has increased about
13% in the past few years, according to Electrek, a news company
dedicated to tracking data on
electric transportation throughout the country.
California’s website does not
state how they will be working
on making the vehicles more affordable for residents.
Maddie Sullivan, a fifth semester finance major, is wary
about how successful this ban
will be on getting people to buy
electric cars.
“Statistically it would have
to work if people can’t buy gas
cars, unless people leave the
state to buy them and come
back in, because that is possible. People are going to leave
the state to buy cars because
people already do that. I’m
from New York and I bought

a car from Connecticut,” Sullivan said.
Similarly, while this ban only
restricts the purchasing of new
gasoline cars, people will be able
to buy and sell used gasoline
powered cars for an extended
time before the cars are purchased or no longer able to be
driven.

“Transportation
currently accounts
for more than 50
percent of California’s
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions,” a number
that would drop
drastically if the state
stays on track with its
projected gasoline car
ban. ”

California’s ban comes following President Joe Biden’s new
climate change bill he signed last
month. Coined The Inflation Reduction Act by Democrats, the
bill is providing $370 billion to
aid electric companies to switch
to greener energy and decrease
their dependence on fossil fuels,
as well as provide people with a
tax credit if they buy an electric
car, The New York Times said.
The state has more that needs
to be done in order to make it
electric vehicle-friendly. According to Cap Radio, a station
serviced at University of California, Sacramento, the state lacks
adequate charging stations for
electric-powered cars and those
that are there do not work properly. The station said this is a big
factor that has been turning residents away from buying electric
cars.

The efficiency of electric cars is increasing, as charging stations are becoming more and more common due to increase in popularity.
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Cap Radio also said that the
car industry needs to hire a
whole new workforce, specifically engineers who are familiar
with working on electric-powered vehicles, because the cars
perform differently and require
different maintenance in comparison to gasoline cars.
California’s Air Resources
Board also has implemented a
law forcing truck companies to
switch to greener alternatives
starting in 2024, California’s official website says.
The site states that Governor
Newsom has been working on
multiple projects in an effort to
reduce climate change. Newsome told state agencies to work
on creating a climate-resilient
water system, as well as invest in
programs working toward preventing wildfires and protecting
the forests.
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War in Ukraine:
Kharkiv Oblast Liberated
by Samuel Katz

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
He/Him/His
Samuel.Katz@uconn.edu

On Sept. 6, the Armed Forces
of Ukraine began a counterattack on Russian positions in the
Kharkiv Oblast, following an
offensive in the Kherson Oblast
last week. Although progress
has been made on the advance
in the south of the country, the
eastern offensive in Kharkiv
has forced the Russians into a
total rout. Every following day,
Ukrainian forces have pushed
deeper into the front lines, and
have forced the Russians at
some points back to the border between the two countries.
Months of Russian advance in
the region, often with heavy casualties, have been undone in a
single week.

a strategic city captured by the
invaders at the end of April, a
gateway to the western Donbas,” The Guardian reported.
Fighting in and around Balakliia continued through the
next day, until photographic
evidence and a statement from
the Ukrainian government
showed the Russians were
forced out of the town, with
Ukrainian soldiers continuing
eastwards.
Reuters reported that same
day of a large-scale Russian
retreat from Kharkiv oblast,
abandoning several key towns
west of the Oskil river, hoping
to evacuate troops as Ukrainian bridgeheads formed.
“The Russian withdrawal announcement came hours after
Ukrainian troops captured the
city of Kupiansk farther north,

stroyed power lines and other
infrastructure in their retreat
and repairing these facilities
would be a top priority. The
southerly offensive, however,
has advanced slower due to the
well-prepared defenses around
the cities.
According to CNN, Russian
troops, either ordered to fall
back or in a shattered retreat,
have stolen fuel from civilian
trucks and cars, as well as the
vehicles themselves. Larger
vehicles and tanks have been
found by Ukrainian troops in
liberated territories, believed to
have run out of fuel or broken
down due to poor maintenance.
“And without a drastic, and
potentially
unconventional
intervention from Putin, the
Ukrainian victories are likely
to accelerate, analysts say. Many

Dramatic change in Russian military control in Kupiansk over the course of just four days.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BBC NEWS

By Sept. 8, The Guardian reported that Ukrainian forces
had pushed approximately 20
km past their starting positions, spearheaded by a small
force of tanks and other armored vehicles while supported by infantry and anti-air
equipment.
“The fighting is concentrated
around the village of Balakliia,
roughly 45 miles south-east of
Kharkiv – which appears to
still be held by the Russians,
but which Ukraine hopes to
surround – and in the vicinity
of Shevchenkovo on the way
to the Russian staging post of
Kupiansk. The military aim is
to increase pressure on Izium,

the sole railway hub supplying
Russia’s entire front line across
northeastern Ukraine. Ukrainian officials posted photos early
on Saturday of their troops raising the country’s blue-and-yellow flag in front of Kupiansk’s
city hall,” Reuters reported.
On Sept. 11, Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelenskyy addressed the country, claiming
that the entirety of Kharkiv
oblast was liberated, increasing
Ukrainian gains to an approximate 4000 square kilometers,
according to the BBC.
The BBC stated that while
Ukrainian soldiers were welcomed by the civilian population, Russian troops had de-
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of Russia’s problems -- poor and
inflexible leadership, sour troop
morale, inadequate logistics and
hardware beset by maintenance
issues -- have been evident since
the beginning stages of the war
more than seven months ago,”
CNN reported.
Continued pushes, including
rumors of entry into the city of
Donetsk, capital of the pro-Russian Donetsk People’s Republic
since 2014, have been unverified.
But even when looking at the established gains made by Ukraine
this week, it is clear that Russia
may either have to approach for
peace, or risk further defeats and
the disintegration of entire military units.

IN INDIANA, A SHIFTING
ABORTION LANDSCAPE
WITHOUT CLINICS
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
About nine years ago, Sarah
Knowlton sought an abortion at
a now-closed clinic in northern
Indiana, where she encountered
anti-abortion protestors as she
approached the entrance.
Knowlton reflected on how
that experience drove her in
2019 to Whole Woman’s Health,
another abortion clinic in South
Bend, to train workers to take
patients safely to its doors, creating a resource she wished she
had years ago.
But the program — and
Knowlton’s work at the clinic
— will end Sept. 15, when Indiana’s abortion ban comes into
force, effectively closing down
abortion clinics statewide.
Indiana’s Legislature became
the first in the nation to approve
abortion restrictions after the
U.S. Supreme Court overturned
Roe v. Wade, and Republican
Gov. Eric Holcomb signed the
ban into law Aug. 5.
The ban, which has exceptions, prohibits abortion clinics
from providing any abortion
care, leaving such services solely to hospitals or outpatient surgical centers owned by hospitals
“My last shift as a clinic escort
is coming up,” Knowlton said
Wednesday. “And I’m not ready
for it.”
At Indiana University Health,
which is the state’s largest hospital system, providers have
been training to continue offering abortion care in the allowed
circumstances.
Under the new law, abortions
will be permitted only in cases of
rape and incest before 10-weeks
post-fertilization; to protect the
life and physical health of the
patient; or if a fetus is diagnosed
with a lethal anomaly.
A doctor who performs an illegal abortion or who fails to file
required reports must lose their
medical license.
IU Health officials outlined
a new 24/7 response team —
which will include a clinician,
an ethicist and a lawyer — that
providers can contact to evaluate nuanced emergency situations.
“The law is broad,” said Dr.
Caroline Rouse, medical director of maternity services at IU
Health. “Patient situations are
very specific and unique.”
Last year, the majority of
abortions in Indiana happened
in abortion clinics. Hospitals
performed 133 of the state’s
8,414 abortions, according to
a 2021 annual report from the
state Department of Health,
while the remaining 8,281 took
place in abortion clinics.
The clinics in Indiana that
will not be able provide abortion services on Sept. 15, include Whole Woman’s Health
in South Bend, Women’s Med
in Indianapolis, and Clinic for
Women in Indianapolis.
The four Planned Parenthood clinics that provide abortion care in Indiana will do so
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no longer, but will continue to
see patients for other medical
services such as STI testing and
treatment, contraception and
cancer screenings, said Rebecca Gibron, CEO of the Planned
Parenthood division that includes Indiana.
“Planned Parenthood has
been a leading reproductive
health care provider in Indiana
since 1932. And we are not going
anywhere,” Gibron told the AP
in August.
Sharon Lau, Midwest Advocacy Director for Whole Woman’s Health Alliance, said that
though the South Bend clinic
will cease abortion care, patients can still access a program
that directs patients to abortion
appointments in other states.
“We will keep going until
we’re forced not to,” she said.
Clinic for Women in Indianapolis declined to talk to The
Associated Press.
Lau said her clinic’s plans
could hinge on two lawsuits
filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union of Indiana that
seek to block the abortion ban
before it takes effect.
The first lawsuit, filed Aug. 31
in a Monroe County, states the
ban violates the Indiana Constitution, while the one filed
Thursday in Marion County
claims the ban is at odds with
the state’s religious freedom
law, which Republicans enacted
seven years ago. The timing of
both lawsuits is unclear.
Mike Fichter, Indiana Right
to Life CEO, said in a statement
that delaying the ban would
mean “the indiscriminate killing of unborn children will
continue at abortion clinics in
Indiana.”
“We are confident the state
will prevail and pray the new
law is not blocked from going
into effect,” he said.
Women’s Med will also stop
providing abortions after the
ban but continue referring patients to states where abortion
is legal until about one month
after, said Dr. Katie McHugh, an
abortion provider at the clinic.
McHugh said she’s seen a
shift in patient behavior since
the Indiana ban was passed.
While some are pursuing abortion earlier, others are choosing
surgical over medication abortions to avoid complications, she
said.
Other patients assume abortion is already illegal, “and yet
they choose abortion anyway,
if that can demonstrate the
desperation that people feel,”
McHugh said.
Knowlton said she worries for
those patients who will put their
health or lives at risk if they cannot get an abortion. She knows
that feeling; it was her mindset
nine years ago.
“I was going to find a way,
come hell or high water, whether there was a clinic I was able
to access or not,” Knowlton said.
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Casket of Queen Elizabeth II arrives at
Buckingham Palace
LONDON (AP) — The coffin
of Queen Elizabeth II returned to
Buckingham Palace on Tuesday
evening, making its way through
a drizzly London as crowds lined
the route for a glimpse of the hearse
and to bid her a final farewell.
People parked their cars along
a normally busy road, got out and
waved as the hearse, with lights
inside illuminating the flag-draped
coffin, made its way into London.
In the city, people pressed in on the
road and held their phones aloft as
it passed.
Thousands outside the palace
cheered, shouted “God save the
queen!” and clapped as the hearse
swung around a roundabout in
front of the queen’s official London residence and through the
wrought iron gates. Her son, King
Charles III, and other immediate
family members waited inside.
The coffin traveled to London
from Edinburgh, where 33,000
people filed silently past it in the
24 hours at St. Giles’ Cathedral after it had been brought there from
her cherished summer retreat,
Balmoral. The queen — the only
monarch many in the United Kingdom have ever known — died there
Sept. 8 at age 96 after 70 years on
the throne.
The military C-17 Globemaster
carrying the casket touched down
at RAF Northolt, an air force base
in the west of London, about an
hour after it left Edinburgh. U.K.
Prime Minister Liz Truss, Defense Secretary Ben Wallace and a
military honor guard were among
those at the base for the arrival.
One who stood in the rain waiting for the hearse to pass, retired
bus driver David Stringer, 82, recalled watching the queen’s coronation on a newsreel as a boy.
“It’s a great shame,” he said.
“I mean, I didn’t think about her
every day, but I always knew she
was there, and my life’s coming to
a close now and her time has finished.”
The coffin will be taken by horsedrawn gun carriage Wednesday to
the Houses of Parliament to lie in
state for four days before Monday’s
funeral at Westminster Abbey.

“Scotland has now bid our
Queen of Scots a sad, but fond farewell,” said Scottish First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon. “We will not see
her like again.”
Charles had returned to London
from Northern Ireland, where his
visit drew a rare moment of unity
from politicians in a region with a
contested British and Irish identity that is deeply divided over the
monarchy.
The new king is making his own
journey this week, visiting the four
nations of the U.K. – England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Hundreds gathered around
Hillsborough Castle near Belfast,
the royal family’s official residence
in Northern Ireland, in the latest
outpouring of affection following
the queen’s death. The area in front
of the gates to the castle was carpeted with hundreds of floral tributes.
Charles and his wife Camilla,
the Queen Consort, got out of their
car to wave to the crowd and sometimes used both hands to reach
out to villagers, including schoolchildren in bright blue uniforms.

“Scotland has now
bid our Queen of
Scots a sad, but
fond farewell,”
said Scottish First
Minister Nicola
Sturgeon. “We will
not see her like
again.”
SCOTTISH FIRST MINISTER

Charles even petted a corgi — famously his late mother’s favorite
breed of dog — held up by one person, and some chanted “God save
the king!”
“Today means so much to me
and my family, just to be present in
my home village with my children
to witness the arrival of the new
king is a truly historic moment for
us all,” said Hillsborough resident
Robin Campbell.

The coffin of Queen Elizabeth II is carried off a plane by the Queen’s Colour Squadron at RAF Northolt in London, to be taken to Buckingham Palace, Tuesday, Sept. 13, 2022. PHOTO BY FILE PHOTO/ AP

While there was a warm welcome in Hillsborough, the British
monarchy draws mixed emotions
in Northern Ireland, where there
are two main communities: mostly
Protestant unionists who consider
themselves British and largely Roman Catholic nationalists who see
themselves as Irish.
That split fueled three decades of
violence known as “the Troubles”
involving paramilitary groups
on both sides and U.K. security
forces, in which 3,600 people died.
The royal family was touched
personally by the violence: Lord
Louis Mountbatten, a cousin of the
queen and a much-loved mentor to
Charles, was killed by an Irish Republican Army bomb in 1979.
A deep sectarian divide remains,
a quarter century after Northern
Ireland’s 1998 peace agreement.
For some Irish nationalists, the
monarch represents an oppressive
foreign power. But others acknowledge the queen’s role in forging
peace. On a visit to Northern Ireland in 2012, she shook hands with
Sinn Fein deputy leader Martin
McGuinness, a former IRA commander — a once-unthinkable moment of reconciliation. On Tuesday
the new king shook hands with

Sinn Fein Vice President Michelle
O’Neill.
In a sign of how far Northern
Ireland has come on the road to
peace, representatives of Sinn Fein
attended commemorative events
for the queen and meeting the king
on Tuesday.
Alex Maskey, a Sinn Fein politician who is speaker of the Northern
Ireland Assembly, said the queen
had “demonstrated how individual
acts of positive leadership can help
break down barriers and encourage reconciliation.”
Charles responded that she had
tried to play a role “in bringing together those whom history had
separated, and in extending a hand
to make possible the healing of
long-held hurts.”
He said he would draw on his
mother’s “shining example” and
“seek the welfare of all the inhabitants of Northern Ireland.”
Still, not everyone was welcoming the new king.
On the Falls Road in Belfast,
a nationalist stronghold, several
walls are decorated with murals
of Bobby Sands, an IRA member
who died while on a hunger strike
in prison in 1981, and others killed
in the Troubles.
“No, he’s not our king. Bobby

Sands was our king here,” said
52-year-old Bobby Jones. “Queen
never done nothing for us. Never
did. None of the royals do.”
Irish leaders attended a service
of reflection at St. Anne’s Cathedral in Belfast despite tense relations between Dublin and London
over Brexit. Since Britain left the
European Union in 2020, the U.K.
and the EU have been wrangling
over trade rules for Northern Ireland, the only part of the U.K. that
shares a border with a member of
the bloc.
Before being flown to London,
the queen’s oak coffin was carried
from St. Giles’ Cathedral to the
strain of bagpipes. Crowds lining
the Royal Mile through the historic
heart of Edinburgh broke into applause as the coffin, accompanied
by the queen’s daughter, Princess
Anne, was driven to Edinburgh
Airport.
“I was fortunate to share the last
24 hours of my dearest mother’s
life,” Princess Anne said in a statement. “It has been an honour and a
privilege to accompany her on her
final journeys. Witnessing the love
and respect shown by so many on
these journeys has been both humbling and uplifting.”

UVALDE STUDENTS GO BACK TO SCHOOL FOR 1ST TIME SINCE ATTACK
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Gilbert Mata woke up excited
Tuesday for the first day of
school since a gunman’s bullet tore through his leg three
months ago in a fourth grade
classroom in Uvalde.
The 10-year-old has healed
from his physical wounds, but
burning smells still remind
him of gunfire and the sight of
many police officers recalls the
day in May that an assailant
killed 19 of his classmates and
two teachers.
On a morning that many
Uvalde families had dreaded,
a new school year began in the
small South Texas town with
big hugs on sidewalks, patrol
cars parked at every corner
and mothers wiping away tears
while pulling away from the
curb in the drop-off line.
Mata was ready to return,
this time with his own cellphone. His mother, Corina
Comacho, had a tougher time
letting her child go back to
class.
“There’s a certain time he
can get his phone out and text
us he’s OK,” she said after
walking him into a new school,
Flores Elementary, and dropping him off behind doors with
new locks. “That’s like, ‘OK,
that’s good. Now I feel better.’”
Outside Uvalde Elementary,
teachers in matching turquoise
shirts emblazoned with “Together We Rise & Together
We Are Better” gently led students through a newly installed
8-foot (2.4-meter) fence and

Students arrive at Uvalde Elementary, now protected by a fence
and Texas State Troopers, for the first day of school, Tuesday,
Sept. 6, 2022, in Uvalde. PHOTO BY FILE PHOTO/ AP

past a state trooper standing
outside the front entrance.
“Good morning, sunshine!”
greeted one teacher. “You
ready to have a good school
year?”
Robb Elementary, where the
attack unfolded on May 24, is
permanently closed and will
eventually be demolished.
A large memorial of stuffed
animals, victims’ photographs
and crosses remains outside
the scene of one of the deadliest
mass shootings in U.S. history.
Outside the other schools
in Uvalde — which are only a
short drive away — some added safety measures that the
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district rushed to implement
after the attack were incomplete.
Security cameras are still in
the works. New metal fencing
surrounds some campuses,
partially encloses others and
isn’t up at all at Flores Elementary, where many Robb students are enrolled this year.
The attack lasted more than
70 minutes before police finally
confronted the gunman and
killed him. The delay infuriated parents and led to a damning report by state lawmakers.
Now more police are on patrol,
but distrust is rampant.
“There’s a big ol’ gap right
here. Anyone can walk
through,” said Celeste Ibarra,
30, pointing to the new barrier around Uvalde Elementary while standing in her front
yard across the street.
Ibarra’s
older
daughter,
9-year-old Aubriella Melchor,
was in Robb Elementary during the shooting and seemed to
drag out Tuesday morning as
long as possible, taking longer
than usual to get dressed and

poking at her breakfast. When
back-to-school shopping rolled
around, she didn’t want to go
to Walmart, and the glittery
pencils Ibarra bought to get her
daughter excited didn’t work.
“She kind of just played
with her cereal,” Ibarra said
after dropping her off. “She
was thinking. I know she was
scared.”
Uvalde is off to a late start for
school: Classes resumed weeks
ago in many parts of Texas,
where other districts encouraged students and teachers
Tuesday to show support by
wearing Uvalde’s maroon colors. “We are all standing with
you,” first lady Jill Biden tweeted.
Uvalde pushed back the first
day of class after a summer of
heartache, anger and revelations that nearly 400 officers
who rushed to the scene waited
so long to go inside the classroom.
Steve McCraw, the head of
the Texas Department of Public
Safety, called the response an
“abject failure,” and the district
fired school Police Chief Pete
Arredondo last month after he
was blamed for the slow law
enforcement response.
As the new school year got
underway, the DPS said Tuesday that five of its officers had
been referred to the agency’s
inspector general over their action during the shooting. The
referrals are the result of an internal review, spokesman Travis Considine said. Two of the
five have been suspended with
pay pending the outcome of the
inspector general’s investigation.
The department had more
than 90 troopers and officers at
the scene of Robb Elementary,
more than any other agency.
The agency also made public
a letter McCraw sent in July,
saying that DPS officers should
treat anyone who opens fire at a
school as an active shooter, not

a “barricaded subject.”
“We will provide proper
training and guidelines for recognizing and overcoming poor
command decisions at an active
shooter scene,” the letter said.
Over the summer, more than
100 students in Uvalde signed
up for virtual learning. Others
transferred to private schools.
Elsa Avila, a fourth grade
teacher who was shot in the abdomen and survived, missed
the first day of school Tuesday
for the first time in 30 years.
For Mata’s family, virtual
school wasn’t really in the conversation: Gilbert didn’t do
well with online classes during
the pandemic. And besides, he
wanted to go to Flores Elementary with his friends, said his
mother and Michael Martinez,
his stepfather.
Mata is one of 11 survivors
of the classroom whose families stay in touch, Comacho
said. A ricocheted bullet went
through his ankle and calf in
Room 112.
The extra security measures
have brought little comfort to
Martinez, who tried to put off
everything when it came to the
first day. “I wasn’t ready for
him to go back to school, but he
says he was,” Martinez said.
During an open house at
Flores Elementary, Martinez
said when he pressed a teacher
about how the staff would protect students this time, the response was an unsatisfactory
rundown about new locks.
“He didn’t answer me what I
really asked him. Like, how are
you going to help? How are you
going to save my kid if something happens?” Martinez said.
“He didn’t give me what I wanted to hear.”
Admittedly, Martinez said,
he wasn’t sure what he wanted
to hear. He just knows he wasn’t
reassured.
“I just wanted to hear something to make my mind change,”
he said.
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‘CYBERPUNK: EDGERUNNERS?’
MORE LIKE EDGE OF YOUR SEAT

IMAGES COURTESY OF IMDB.COM

by Maxim Soroka
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
he/him/his
maxim.soroka@uconn.edu

For those who aren’t aware,
“Cyberpunk: Edgerunners” was
released on Netflix yesterday. If
you are one for gritty, dystopian
science fiction told through incredibly vibrant animation, then
this anime may be the one for you.
The story follows a street-wise kid
with an unwavering loyalty to his
overworked mother, who simply
just wants the best for her son.
As someone who had previously played the highly customizable
and unique video game “Cyberpunk 2077,” I found this series to
be just as enjoyable. David’s story
seems to take place within the
same era as the game, so there is
a lot of overlap with societal dynamics, especially between the
violently hostile Edgerunners and
the abusively arrogant Corpos (no

mention of the Nomads yet). I was
a person who did not choose the
street kid lifestyle in the game, so
it was refreshing to be immersed
in the criminal underbelly of the
shared setting of Night City.
Our protagonist, David, is a
high school-aged student who
doesn’t fit in with his other classmates at the academy. The classroom environment is reminiscent
of George Orwell’s “1984,” particularly how it is depicted in the
famous Apple Super Bowl advertisement, with a large projection
of the teacher lecturing over what
appears to be mind-controlled
students.
Once a virus is introduced to
the class mainframe through David’s street antics, it causes the
whole system to become severely
damaged and shut down. This
results in David’s mother being
called in and the principal adding even more financial difficulty
onto the struggling family’s plate,

not to mention bullying from his
preppy classmates.
The notable voices lending their
talents to the English localization
of this show are Zach Aguilar
as David, who is no stranger to
working in the anime and video
game industries, as well as the
highly-esteemed Giancarlo Esposito as the secondary character Faraday. That being said, the
series is viewable in the original
Japanese as well.
One thing to be noted is that
“Cyberpunk: Edgerunners” is
based off of quite a violent and
sexually explicit video game. This
is apparent from the first few minutes of the first episode. Despite
that, the series is still capable of
telling a satisfying story, but this
isn’t something I would sit down
and watch with my mother.
The release seems to be a particularly bold move by Netflix
following their loss of one million subscribers in the second fis-

IMAGES COURTESY OF PUBLICDOMAINPICTURES.NET

cal quarter of this year and their
stock taking a bit of a dive back in
May. The risk seems quite notable
given the niche group of “Cyberpunk 2077” fans who may already
be familiar with the futuristic universe. Hopefully, Netflix’s platform grants an opportunity for
both them and CD Projekt RED to
thrive with this new endeavor.
Overall, “Cyberpunk: Edgerunners” looks like it will be one
of the better Netflix originals released this year, but I’m not sure if
it will get the attention it is expecting. Admittedly, I will miss the occasional wisecracks from Keanu
Reeves’ performance as Johnny
Silverhand that were abundant
in the video game, but this series
seems to have some legs of its own.
A compelling story coupled with
incredible action, all told through
flashy animation — it seems there
is little for anyone to find unenjoyable about this new series and I
implore anyone to watch it.
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by Molly Russell

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
she/her/hers
molly.russell@uconn.edu

THE 74

TH

PRIMETIME

EMMY

AWARDS
A night of classic
Hollywood
entertainment

Following the dramatic incident of the Chris Rock slap at the Oscars back in March,
the 74th Primetime Emmy Awards brewed much anticipation of what Hollywood scandal could transpire on live television next. After two years of COVID-19-related restrictions, this year the renowned award show finally returned to its usual home at the
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. Its classic red carpet, which actually happened to
be gold this year, was brimming with the night’s tough competition. This past year was
full of exceedingly popular shows and series; HBO Max’s hit show “Succession,” Netflix’s intense series “Squid Game” and Apple TV’s “Ted Lasso” all were hoping for a win.
While the Emmys red carpet is less intense compared to Hollywood counterparts
like the Met Gala, the attendees still showed out. Zendaya looked stunning as usual in
an elegant, all-black Valentino gown complete with a sleek matching black headband
reminiscent of old Hollywood. She ended up bringing home her second Emmy for her
role of Rue Bennett in the popular series “Euphoria” and made history as the youngest
two-time winner of an Emmy.
The classic Hollywood style continued with the beautiful first-time Emmy nominee
Elle Fanning, who adorned a black strapless gown with a blush pink trail and bust. Her
dress was handmade by designers who worked alongside her on the comedy-drama
“The Great,” and its design was inspired by the glamor of the 50s. Nominee Jean Smart
curated a timeless look in an all-white, figure-hugging Laura Basci gown, taking home
the award for outstanding lead actress in a comedy series for her work in “Hacks”.
The men of the Emmys gold carpet succeeded in bringing nothing new to the table,
with the majority staying comfortable in plain black-tie attire. Stars such as Andrew
Garfield, John Legend, Nicholas Braun and Seth Rogen brought slight variety with all
white looks, however, little creativity was showcased by the men throughout the evening.
Host Kenan Thompson (comedian and SNL veteran) began with a unique opening
performance that can be succinctly summarized as either nostalgic or cringe-inducing,
depending on your take. It was an ensemble of electronic remixes of classic tv show
theme songs, spanning from Game of Thrones to the Brady Bunch, featuring hip-hop
dancers in a variety of outfits. With humor and references more geared towards an
older generation, a fitting surprise of the night was a reunion of the Brady Bunch cast
shown after this opening sequence.
Thompson’s opening monologue was an ode to the revered form of entertainment that
is television, complete with the overused and outdated joke of how no one reads books
anymore. Following the monologue, Oprah Winfrey graced the stage in a stylish white
pantsuit to hand out the first award of the night, delivering an inspiring and motivational speech along with it.
As mentioned before, history was made at this year’s Emmys with Zendaya’s win,
and also with “Squid Game” being the first non-English-language show to compete in
the best drama category. The South Korean Netf lix series ended up winning best directing for a drama series, and its star Lee Jung-jae won best lead actor in a drama for
his performance.
Other notable wins of the night included “Succession” winning best drama series,
“Ted Lasso” winning best comedy series and “The White Lotus” winning best limited
series. After winning best supporting actress in a comedy for “Abbott Elementary,”
Sheryl Lee Ralph serenaded the audience during her acceptance speech, having earned
her first Emmy nomination and win after four decades of acting. “Abbott Elementary”
also had another win with creator Quinta Brunson winning best writing for a comedy
series and marked its network television spot among the mostly streaming shows that
were up for nominations.
While peace and civility were kept throughout the entire award show, the night was
anything but a bore thanks to the classic Hollywood fashion and the effervescent energy of the talent that filled the audience.
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SPRING VALLEY STUDENT FARM HOSTS

FARMER’S MARKET

Local vendors sell fresh food at the Storrs Farmers Market. The market takes place from 3 p.m.-5 p.m. every Saturday in front of the Mansfield Town Hall.
FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Abigayl Palmer
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
she/her/hers
abigayl.palmer@uconn.edu

Have you ever wished there
was a place to get local produce like tomatoes, kale, peppers and zucchini on campus?
If this sounds like you, the
Spring Valley Student Farm’s
weekly farmer’s market is the
solution you’re been looking
for. Every Friday, students
and community members can
shop for local veggies, herbs,
flowers and even desserts prepared by UConn Dining Services.
After two years of operating
at limited capacity due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, SVSF
is back in full swing with 11
student residents staffing
the farm and producing sold
goods. Farm manager Jessica
Larkin explained how directly
involved the students are in
running the farm.
“They pretty much do all of
it,” Larkin said. “My role as

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

a manager is really to be there
for reference but other than
that, the students are making
the decisions.”
Student employees are hired
in the summer for SVSF and
work throughout the year,
working on the farm 10 hours
per week in exchange for reduced rent from Reslife. One
of the many benefits of SVSF is
that they encourage students
from a variety of backgrounds
to join; Larkin believes that
this diversity supplements the farm.
“Those 11 students
study a range of
different things.
We accept students of different majors
and
that
makes
the
farm richer,” Larkin
said. “For
example,
if
we’re

working on a lot of different
projects and we have people
with lots of different skills
and interests, we can plug into
those.”
Working on the farm can
also be a way to discover hobbies or interests outside of
one’s major. Larkin believes
that working on the farm
builds a sense of collaboration
and community that students
miss out on when focused on
their own studies.
“People find that
it’s refreshing to
be working with
people toward
a very practical goal,”
Larkin
said. “A
lot of the
t i m e ,
c ol l e g e
c a n
make
y o u
f e e l

like you’re stuck doing your
own thing. But then they can
come to the farm and work
with other people towards
some really clear goals: growing food for UConn students.”
This past summer, many individuals were forced to sacrifice the state of their lawns and
gardens to historic heat waves
that affected the United States
and much of the globe. I asked
Jessica about how this weather
affected the productivity of the
farm. “It was
really tough.
Just with
the daily
w ate r i n g
of some
things,”
Larkin
said.
“ We

were really excited about our
three sisters’ plot this past
year, which is growing corn,
beans and squash together
in [the] hills. It’s a really efficient technique learned from
Native peoples in this greater
area … The way we planted
them made it difficult to water
them. In a normal season they
wouldn’t need to be watered,
but the combination of no rain
and the extended heat wave
was really bad.”
Despite these setbacks,
the students and staff
at SVSF managed to
push through and
produce a bountiful yield to share
with the UConn community. The farmer’s market
is held every
Friday from
11 a.m.-1:30
p.m.
on
Fairfield
Way.
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Editorial

Food insecurity
is bigger than
Husky Market
Husky Market, Undergraduate Student Government’s
flagship address to food insecurity at the University of Connecticut, is underway for another season of offering students
$300 grocery gift cards to aid with acquiring food. Although
the application process to participate is closed, Husky Market
has proven its efficacy at a small scale by extending its services
to around 1,500 students during its approximately two years
of existence. But the fact that this high a margin of UConn
students are demonstrably food insecure is a major cause for
alarm, prompting critical questions about the institutional
role UConn has in neglecting many students’ access – or lack
thereof – to food.
According to the Husky Market website, an astounding
55% of UConn students experience some variety of food
insecurity. Causes for this may range from the prohibitive
cost of UConn’s dining plans, hovering around $3,000 per
semester, to strict time constraints that come with being an offcampus commuter or having a heavy course load. Whatever
the case, it is UConn’s obligation to ensure that every student
can sufficiently feed themselves as they or their families incur
massive costs to receive an education.
We have to ask ourselves, why is it the job of students
to cover for the insufficiencies of UConn’s administration?
Is it a sign of a healthy and efficient system that the many
thousands of dollars of the student fees we pay at UConn
are used to merely touch up food insecurity when it could
be used to eliminate student hunger altogether? The student
community is not the head administrative body at UConn —
and if we are, our wallets certainly don’t reflect that. As such,
it is ludicrous that the administration relinquishes the job of
making sure students have ample access to food to the student
community itself, which implies that much time is sacrificed
from academics. This intuitively contradicts the function of a
university as a center for cultivating knowledge, for — as any
student involved in campus organizing knows — trudging
uphill to make institutional change is hugely conducive to
mental burnout.
Dining services employees, many of whom are students,
work tirelessly — and sometimes thanklessly, unfortunately
— to provide abundant food options for students on and off
campus to access. Being overworked enough, dining workers
shouldn’t bear the brunt of responsibility for a food insecurity
crisis that could be easily solved through uncontroversial
institutional measures — that is, uncontroversial among
students, not a Board of Trustees who have a vested interest in
cutting costs to essential services and enticing wealthy donors.
There are immediate “common sense” fixes we could make
to food access at UConn that could greatly benefit the majority contingent of students who experience food insecurity.
Starting small, a popular holdover from UConn’s pandemic
policies was the implementation of to-go boxes, which would
allow students to store food outside of traditional dining hall
hours. Students who grind for hours on assignments and
exercises, as so many of us have to do, only to be free at odd
hours of the night could suddenly have access to their back
catalog of nutrition if using to-go boxes was not so discouraged and restricted. Are cardboard boxes so cost-prohibitive
that a multitude of stipulations need to be met in order to use
them? If so, then food insecure students certainly deserve a
say in the conversation deciding that.
This problem of cutting corners as it relates to prices highlights the broader issue of the UConn administration’s misplaced priorities. The ongoing construction of the Northwest
Science Quad would undoubtedly be a welcome development
for our passionate STEM peers, but what use is an ornate
science complex for the student who suffers from hunger
day in and day out? How hospitable is a new South campus
residence hall to students running on an empty stomach?
The UConn administration, which continually places lifeless
capital over its lively student population, has to answer these
questions as the cost of dining plans remains absurdly high.
Every future season of Husky Market should force us to
question why there is a need for this program in the first
place. That the sheer scale of student food insecurity has not
forced university administrators to reconsider how its policies contribute to the problem is unconscionable. The Daily
Campus Editorial Board calls for a reduction in the cost of
dining plans, as well as the adoption of simple provisions
such as widely accessible to-go boxes that may mitigate the
severity of hunger in our community.

COMIC BY KAITLYN TRAN, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

“Guilty pleasure” devalues enjoyable media
by Madeline Papcun
OPINION EDITOR
she/her/hers
madeline.papcun@uconn.edu

Since sometime in the spring last
year, I’ve found myself dreading
the question, “What shows are you
watching on Netflix right now?” And
surprisingly, it’s not due to my intense
hatred of small talk. It’s because for
me, the honest answer is “Riverdale”,
which admitting always brings forth
an intense need to explain myself to
others with statements like the creators “...really had a story in the beginning, the execution just failed,”
or claims that I know it’s bad but
now “I’m too invested to give up on it.”
But why should I feel this way about a
show that I enjoy?
We’ve probably all heard or personally used the term “guilty pleasure [insert piece of media].” In general, when
we use this term we are referring to a
film, television program, specific song
or music genre in general, that we enjoy but would be embarrassed if other
people found out about it or if prompted to admit. Typically, when we discuss guilty pleasure media, we’re
referring to “trash” reality television,
an overdone romantic comedy or in
general, media not generally respected
for its quality. It’s even prompted a
huge trend of click-able articles with
titles like “The 10 Best Guilty Pleasure
TV Shows, According to Reddit,” and
the ultimate – and extremely recent
– Buzzfeed quiz, “Here are 16 of my
guilty pleasure movies and I just wan-

na know how many of them you’d also
watch.”
As silly or all-in-good-fun as this
terminology might seem, I don’t think
this is a healthy way for us to frame
our relationship with the media we enjoy. Associating our likes or the things
from which we derive joy with the
concept of guilt consequently brings
a negative relationship to
joy itself.

I t
p e r p e t uates the
idea that we cannot have pleasure or enjoyment purely
for their own sake. Why can you not
just like what you like? Why is there a
need to feel bad about it?
Likely, this negative connotation
we have with seemingly “unsophisticated” media ties back to our cultural
obsession with productivity. The comfort that we find in productivity spills
out beyond our work-lives, until a
“work-life balance” is a thing of fantasy. This then invades our hobbies and

leisure time, until this time eventually
ceases to exist in our schedule. Moving
through life like the Energizer Bunny
and never stopping further creates
the notion that any media that is not a
“classic” or otherwise held in high regard is a waste of time.
As mentioned above, both the high
drama of reality television, or cheesiness of romantic comedies or even
“Riverdale”’s corny nature are not
valued in society, as they have no ties
to high academia, or other media we
have deified societally. This media is
not elitist; it’s made for the common
man, and is thus devalued. But if
you enjoyed the time you “wasted,”
how could it be wasted time?
The language we use in our everyday lives has larger implications
regarding our values and overall perceptions of the world. Thus, while this
may come across as a nit-picky argument overall, it is an important distinction to make. The things you enjoy
shouldn’t be dismissed in everyday
dialogue. You shouldn’t feel obligated
to hide the favorable things in your
life, or feel like you won’t be taken seriously if you state them aloud. The term
“guilty pleasure” perpetuates these
trends.
So, I’ll proudly say it: The show
I’m currently watching on Netflix is
“Riverdale”. I don’t feel bad about it;
and I’d love to discuss it in-depth with
you. I’m a fan of pretty much any romantic comedy, and I have sat down
with the explicit intent of watching
“Keeping Up With the Kardashians”
before. Don’t let guilt rule your world.

Close Hillside
Road fully or not at all
by Stratton Stave
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
he/him/his
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

Picture this: You’re walking
back from the Student Recreation
Center or any place in center
campus back towards the North
end. You decide that today is a
particularly good day to utilize
Hillside Road as your route to get
back. After all, a large section of
it was recently closed to promote
an increase in foot traffic in the
area. What could go wrong?
I’ve had these exact thoughts
multiple times throughout the
first few weeks of the semester,
and every single time I’ve nearly
gotten nailed by a bus. As appealing as the financial return
of getting hit by a bus may seem,
I happen to value the use of my
four limbs and would be pretty
upset if something were to happen to them.
This anecdote was a longwinded way to say that if the University of Connecticut is going to
close a large portion of Hillside
Road — the most valuable part
of the street too, sandwiched inbetween the Student Union and
Gampel Pavilion — it should be
fully closed. This middle ground
of having buses on it makes absolutely no sense, as the goal of
closing the section was to make
it walking-friendly. When New
York City did the same thing to
Times Square in 2010, they didn’t
make buses a special exception.
If they did, then we’d be hearing

a lot more about random people
getting hit on a daily basis.
Walking paths are much less
valuable when there’s the constant fear of getting hit by a
bus, especially given how many
pass through at any given moment. Similarly, Fairfield Way
wouldn’t feel nearly as safe if
there were constantly cars parading through it, as there were
before the 1990s. If anything, the
current situation makes the road
more unsafe. Back when every
vehicle could go on Hillside Road,
everyone knew that it was a functioning road. Now, crossing the
road, people aren’t looking for
cars/buses in the way they used
to, which increases their susceptibility to being hit once one does
come around.
Another thing compounding
this issue is the fact that college
students aren’t always focusing.
With phones and social media,
people are constantly on their
phones while walking. We can
try to solve for that issue, but
the more effective thing to do is
adapting around it. That involves
not creating a walking path that
has buses on it. I’ve seen dozens
of people already walking in the
middle of the road on their device
with a bus coming in their direction. It hasn’t happened yet, but
it feels like we’re just waiting for
an accident to happen.
Furthermore, the pedestrians
aren’t the only side getting the
short end of this situation. The
normal cars that used to utilize
Hillside Road to get around cam-

pus are now forced to take a detour. This isn’t ideal, but it would
be more reasonable if it wasn’t
happening just to create a halfhearted walking path. If there
were no vehicles and it could be
used as a legitimate walkway,
then it would be more reasonable to send cars out of their way.
Having pedestrians not be able
to comfortably walk makes the
whole ordeal not worthwhile.
I understand the argument
to have buses on Hillside Road.
They shouldn’t have to change
their schedule; it would be a pain
to recreate it for the drivers and
students who have gotten used to
the routes. However, despite the
difficulties of such a task, they
either need to bite the bullet or
just open the road back up fully.
If UConn’s not going to change
the bus schedule, then the usefulness of the path is heavily limited.
I’m not going to argue for a
side one way or the other as to
whether or not UConn should
close Hillside Road. Shutting it
fully and opening it fully both
have their pros and cons, but
what they should not do is get
the worst of both worlds – as
they have right now. Currently,
they’re creating an annoying detour for cars without benefitting
pedestrians’ safety. Going either
way would be acceptable, but
the important step is to actually
make a choice. The students and
the drivers both deserve the clarity; if they don’t decide soon, a
pedestrian could get hurt.
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Photo of the Day | Carnival with Carson (and Tildy)

Officers Carson and Tildy greet students Girija Pawge and Vaishakhi Moningi to kick off Commuter Appreciation Week. Today’s Commuter Carnival welcomed off campus students to grab snacks and play games as a warm welcome to campus. PHOTO BY JESSICA TUSA, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Why you shouldn’t drink milk
by Kathryn Andronowitz
CONTRIBUTOR
she/her/hers
kathryn.andronowitz@uconn.edu

We all know that one person who drinks milk at every
meal… Maybe you are that
person. There’s nothing like
cold chocolate milk to wash
down your dinner, some spaghetti and 2%. Every glass of
milk has a story, which usually starts with a cow. But at
the very end of that story, you
will find one conclusion: You
should not drink milk.
This goes beyond petty disagreements. Drinking cow’s
milk causes an array of negative health risks and environmental consequences, with
few, if any, irreplaceable benefits.
Humans are not meant to
drink other animals’ milk, especially past the age of breastfeeding. The human body typically begins to lose its ability
to digest lactose after infancy
in a process known as lactose
malabsorption. This is due to
decreased availability of the
enzyme lactase that allows
your small intestine to break
down lactose. In fact, researchers estimate that about
68% of the world’s population
experiences this malabsorption, often leading to some level of lactose intolerance.
Studies have shown that
milk is linked to a number of

other cancers and diseases,
such as breast, ovarian and
prostate cancers. Saturated
fat in milk and other dairy
products is also the number
one source of saturated fat in
the U.S., which contributes to
heart disease, type 2 diabetes
and Alzheimer’s disease.
Many people also worry
about the health effects of
hormones in their milk.
There are a variety
of studies on this
topic, but steroid
hormones
pose
the most “profound biological
effects” (Malekinejad, H., &
Rezabakhsh,
A., 2015). Milk
cannot be produced without
hormones. This
is the biological
reality for humans,
goats and any other
lactating animal. Pregnancy-type
hormones,
like estrogen, must be present for a mammal to produce
milk. Cows are not milk machines, they cannot constantly
lactate without any stimulation. They must either be impregnated, usually via artificial insemination, or given
hormones.
Furthermore, cows must
endure the tight, often painful
conditions of dairy farms. According to a 2014 USDA study,

20% of U.S. dairy farm cattle
are kept in “freestalls with no
outdoor access.” Cows must
often endure the mental stress
of transportation, poor living
qualities and early maternal
separation.
This
leads us

into
t h e
environmental
concerns.
Livestock accounts for 14.5%
of global greenhouse emissions, with cattle being the top
agricultural source of these
emissions. This is mainly due
to the methane they release,
which is 28 times more potent
in the atmosphere than carbon dioxide. On top of this, a

cow requires a large amount of
food, water and other resources to live. With more than 1.5
billion cows on the planet, the
environmental strain is apparent.
And we haven’t even talked
about government cheese.
(Wondering if you read that
right? You did.) It started
during the Great Depression, when farmers were
struggling to produce
food for the country.
Government
acts
were passed to
help farmers and
stabilize
prices
through WWII.
In the 1970s, as
another
recession hit the U.S.
, the Carter administration set a
new policy to help
farmers. This gave
the dairy industry $2
billion dollars in about
four years. Farmers produced as much milk as possible to receive government
benefits, and the government
bought excess milk to continue to support this industry. With no way to store the
milk for long periods of time,
the government processed it
into cheese, butter and other
dairy products. By the 80s, the
government had over 500 million pounds of product stored
across the country.
And why does this all mat-

ter? The surplus of dairy
products owned by the U.S.
government continued to be a
problem. They donated cheese
to shelters and schools, but the
dairy industry feared losing
the profits at their current rate
of production. The solution:
Get Americans to consume
more dairy. In the following
years (and with the help of the
Dairy Act and Fluid Milk Act),
campaigns like “Got Milk?”
popped up to encourage dairy
consumption beyond a necessary and healthy, level. Milkdrinking is advertised as the
best way for kids to grow and
strengthen their bones; one of
the most unique, recognizable
features of U.S. elementary
school lunchrooms is the little
milk cartons.
So what next? The good
news is that there are plenty
of replacements. Oat milk and
soy milk are excellent substitutes. The non-dairy market
continues to evolve, with soybased cheeses and vegan ice
creams hitting the shelves.
Though the alternatives have
flaws of their own, their benefits outweigh the negative aspects – unlike cow’s milk. I’m
not here to shame you. I personally cannot go a day without ice cream. But while the
idea of completely eliminating
dairy from your diet can seem
daunting, intense and often
polarizing, lessening your
consumption is achievable.
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Around the Northeast College Football

by Sam Calhoun

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
he/him/his
samuel.calhoun@uconn.edu

As college football enters
Week 3, the northeast teams
have improved greatly. This
past weekend included a top
25 matchup as well as in-state
teams playing each other at
the FCS level. Here’s a look
at college football around the
Northeast for Week 2:
No. 24 Tennessee beats
No. 17 Pittsburgh, 34-27 in
OT
The first game worth noting is Pitt hosting the nationally ranked Volunteers. Despite Tennessee surrendering
a pair of fumbles and having a
punt blocked, they still found
a way to win. Pittsburgh suffered their first loss of the
season, but that’s not their
biggest concern. Starting
quarterback Kedon Slovis,
who transferred in the offseason from USC to replace
Heisman finalist Kenny Pickett, suffered an injury near
the end of the first half. Head
coach Pat Narduzzi is unsure
of Slovis’ status. That’s a major concern, considering that
backup quarterback Nick
Patti injured his left leg early
in the fourth quarter and also
has an unknown status ahead
of the Panthers’ upcoming
road game against Western
Michigan. Tennessee’s defense, along with quarterback Malik Hooker (27/42,
325 yards, two touchdowns),
were the difference makers
in the overtime win on the
road. Pitt running back Israel Abanikanda was the best
offensive weapon with 154
yards and a touchdown on 25
carries.
Penn State defeats Ohio,
46-10
After their runaway victory over Ohio, No. 22 Penn
State is 2-0 and nationally
ranked heading into the
Week 3 matchup at Auburn.
Freshman
running
back
Nick Singleton was the star
of Week 2’s game against
Ohio as he ran for 179 yards
and two touchdowns on 10
carries, including 44 and 70yard touchdown runs. Nittany Lions fans should also
be pleased with quarterback
Sean Clifford, as he made no
mistakes, with 227 total yards
and two total touchdowns.
Drew Allar replaced Clifford as Ohio had no chance of
winning when he subbed in.
Allar only had eight passing
attempts but stayed efficient
as he passed for 88 yards and
two scores. Penn State’s defense was dominant, only letting the Bobcats enter Penn
State’s side of the field three
times.
UTSA beats Army, 41-38
in OT
As young as the season still
is, UTSA has played in multiple overtime games already,
with a loss against Houston
during Labor Day Weekend.
Army didn’t trail for the first
three quarters, leading by
as many as two touchdowns
against the Roadrunners.
UTSA quarterback Frank
Harris played a huge role
in rallying to beat the Black
Knights in overtime, passing for 359 yards and three
touchdowns. Zakhari Franklin caught two of those touchdown passes to add to 122 receiving yards on ten catches.
Preseason
All-American
linebacker Andre Carter II
recorded two sacks on four
solo tackles in the loss. Quarterback Cade Ballard passed
for 221 yards and a touchdown, while the other signalcaller, Tyhier Tyler, was more
effective on the ground, with
61 rushing yards and two total scores. In overtime, UTSA
held Army to a field goal,
made by kicker Quinn Maretzki, giving the Roadrun-

The UConn football team takes on Central Connecticut State University at Pratt & Whitney Stadium at Rentschler Field in their second game of the season on Saturday Sept. 4. The Huskies beat the Blue Devils 28-3, and will play their next game against Syracuse on
Saturday, Sept. 10. PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

ners a chance to win with a
touchdown. Harris threw the
game-winner to De’Corian
Clark from seven yards out to
defeat Army in a thriller.
Sacred Heart defeats
Central Connecticut State,
14-10
It wasn’t the most highscoring game, with only one
score in each quarter. The
Blue Devils did a solid job
defending the passing game,
holding Sacred Heart quarterback Marquez McCray to
just 61 yards passing with
no touchdowns. Pioneers
running back Malik Grant
rushed for 109 yards and a
touchdown on 25 carries. Rob

McCoy gave Sacred Heart
their other rushing touchdown. CCSU’s offense was
on the same level as the Pioneers but had a more present
passing game. Quarterback
Romelo Williams passed for
108 yards, but threw two interceptions in the loss. The
Blue Devils’ only touchdown
came from running back Nasir Smith, who rushed for 92
yards and a touchdown on
21 carries. He also led CCSU
in receiving yards. Sacred
Heart got their first win of
the season after being shut
out by Lafayette during Week
1, while the Blue Devils have
yet to find their first victory.
Sacred Heart has to clean up
their turnovers, fumbling the

ball four times in their win.
The Pioneers look to Morgan State next, while Central Connecticut State visits
Southeastern Louisiana.
Rhode Island beats Bryant, 35-21.
Three touchdown drives
in the second quarter helped
Rhode Island improve their record to 2-0 as they beat in-state
rival, Bryant. The Bulldogs
scored the first touchdown but
lost the lead once Rhode Island
scored the Rams’ second touchdown (their first touchdown
included a missed extra point).
Quarterback Kasim Hill had a
strong Week 2 outing, passing
for 290 yards, and two touch-

downs, throwing just one interception. Bryant had trouble
with Rhode Island’s running
game, as Marques DeShields
and Jaylen Smith combined
for 194 yards and three touchdowns. Ed Lee was Hill’s top
target through the air, recording 135 yards and a touchdown
on five receptions. This included a 78-yard touchdown
that gave the Rams the lead for
the rest of the game. URI had
ten sacks and prevented the
Bulldogs from generating any
sort of offense on the ground.
Rhode Island’s defense was so
dominant that they capped off
the win with a safety late in the
game. Bryant faces in-state rival Brown next, while Rhode
Island hosts Delaware.
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The UConn tennis team competed against Quinnipiac at the Quinnipiac Invitational on Sept. 11, 2022. PHOTO BY SKYLAR KIM, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER /THE DAILY CAMPUS

Evan’s Take: Samson Johnson will take a huge
leap in year 2

by Evan Rodriguez

STAFF WRITER
he/him/his
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

When I wrote an article
last year about how freshman Samson Johnson could
potentially have a bigger role
than current Georgetown forward Akok Akok, it was a
bold take.
After all, Akok had been
on the court longer and had
shown impressive defense
when he saw the court. Johnson had yet to see any Division I playing time and with
a crowded frontcourt in 2022,
the production was certainly
looking limited.
But, there’s a reason why
I had such strong opinions
regarding the current sophomore. When coach Dan Hurley was asked about Johnson in 2022, the UConn head
coach had a bold statement,
saying that the big man had
“wall potential,” referring to
UConn’s wall of players that
were selected to the NBA as a
lottery pick and saw in-game
action.
Even in year two, Johnson
says that Hurley reminds him
of that statement everyday.
“That just boosts my confidence. It tells me that I can do
it,” said Johnson. While Johnson may have not reached his
true potential as a freshman,
seeing limited action in 13
games and averaging just 1.7
points, I’m ready to predict
that he will make a huge leap
in his second year, especially
with a variety of factors that
will help contribute to Johnson’s development.
First, it was clear that Johnson had to bulk up, especially
with much of Johnson’s scoring attributed to his 6-foot-10
height advantage in the paint
and being outperformed on
plenty of occasions in the
paint. In order to keep up
with bigger defenders and
make tough plays in the paint,
it was essential that Johnson
had to add muscle. During the
offseason, that’s exactly what
he did, putting on six to eight
pounds of muscle during the
summer offseason and going
from 198 pounds in his freshman season to 210 pounds in
his upcoming sophomore season. Johnson says it may have
been his biggest improvement
during the offseason.
“I got a lot bigger and stronger,” said Johnson when remarking on what he’s worked
on the most this offseason.
That’s going to help me this

The UConn Men’s Basketball Team takes on Grambling State on Saturday Dec. 4, 2021 at Gampel Pavilion. The Huskies were up for a
majority of the game, and ended up winning 88-59.
PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

year a lot.”
Second, Johnson does not
have as much competition
in the frontcourt. While the
team still has players like Adama Sanogo, Donovan Clingan and Alex Karaban all in
the frontcourt, it’s certainly
not as deep as last season’s
roster that featured Isaiah
Whaley, Tyler Polley, Sanogo
and Akok. With a full year of
development under Hurley
in 2022, there’s no reason as
to why Johnson shouldn’t be
getting additional minutes,
especially when his confidence is sky-high.
“I’m really confident right
now,” said Johnson when

talking about his confidence
level going into the season.
“I’m going with a lot of confidence.”
Along with Johnson’s increased strength that should
serve him well in the paint,
it’s impossible to mention
Johnson without discussing his versatility on the offensive end, especially his
shooting. Last season, Johnson showed f lashes of his
shooting when he knocked
down an open three-point
shot against Grambling State.
While that may be an incredibly small sample size, I don’t
believe it’s far-fetched to say
that Johnson should be get-

ting more looks from beyond
the arc with his increased
minutes in the UConn frontcourt rotation.
“It’s just getting better and
better. Every single day, I’m
just working on my game,
shooting a lot of threes and
pick and pop threes,” said
Johnson.
Finally, as a big man looking to make a huge leap, it’s
useful for Johnson to have a
mentor who’s been successful in college basketball. As
a member of the UConn Huskies, he has to look no further
than junior Adama Sanogo,
the Big East’s leading rebounder and one of the top

big men in all of college basketball.
“Adama is just a player that
makes you go harder. Even
when you don’t feel like going
harder, he just pushes you.
It’s either by talking or his actions. He’s a good teammate,”
said Johnson.
For UConn’s sophomore
big man, the writing is on
the wall for a strong comeback season. If Johnson is
able to take full advantage of
his skillset and have his work
translate into success on the
court, there’s no doubt that
he will have heads turning
for the Huskies next season.
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Husky History No. 7: Swintayla “Swin” Cash

by Jonathan Synott
SPORTS EDITOR
he/him/his
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

Hello all, and welcome back
to Husky History, a new column
focusing on one accomplished
UConn athlete per week. Each
article should detail the athlete’s accolades at Connecticut,
as well as their ability to take
their games to the professional
level.
This week’s Husky History
focuses on women’s basketball
legend Swintayla “Swin” Cash.
While she is notably a recent
inductee of the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame, Cash’s
journey leading up to that moment was a long and tumultuous one.
She was born to high-school
basketball star Cynthia Cash in
1979 with hooping in her blood.
In fact, just two months after
giving birth, the mother Cash
was back out on the court finishing what she started.
“I knew that it was my last
chance to play basketball,” she
said in an article for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. “No college, no nothing. I had to be a
mother to my child.”
With Cash’s father not
around, it was up to Cynthia to
solely provide for Swin, working two jobs while living in a
public housing project in McKeesport, Penn. Cash got her
mother’s natural athletic talent,
taking up a variety of different
sports like baseball, soccer,
gymnastics and cheerleading.
It wasn’t until high school
that her mother recommended
Cash focus on just one sport in
the hopes of earning a college
scholarship. Choosing basketball, Cash excelled, averaging
over 30 points per game. She
was named to All-American
teams and won the Pennsylvania Player of the Year Award in
1998.
After graduating from high
school, Cash accepted a scholarship at UConn, where she
immediately made an impact,
carving a role as a starting forward before going down with
a foot injury. She finished her
freshman year with 9.5 points
per game and 5.2 rebounds per
game, making her presence
known in Storrs on the court
and in the locker room.
“She tried to win every possession,” reflected UConn head
coach Geno Auriemma. “That
was evident the very first day
of our workouts when she got
to Connecticut as a freshman.
Of all the big kids that came
in, no one competed harder or
played with more energy than
she did.”
To say her sophomore season
at UConn was a success would
be an understatement. The
Huskies won yet another Big
East Tournament, with Cash
being named to the All-Tournament Team. Cash was integral
in the NCAA Tournament as
well, helping UConn win their
second title in program history,
defeating longtime powerhouse
Tennessee by a score of 71-52.
“When I got to the University of Connecticut, one of the
things Coach Auriemma instilled in all of us was this idea
that every day you were chasing perfection with the understanding that you’re never
going to get there and the bar
was constantly moving,” said
Cash. “Every year the bar was
a national championship. For
some people the bar is a conference championship or, ‘Hey, we
made the tournament.’ At Connecticut, we hang banners.”
In Cash’s senior year, the
Huskies had one of the most
dominant seasons in NCAA
history. Along with Sue Bird,
Asjha Jones, Tamika Williams
and Diana Taurasi, UConn’s
starting five was a force to be
reckoned with. The team had

CARTOON BY KAITLYN TRAN , STAFF ARTIST /THE DAILY CAMPUS

The UConn women’s basketball team defeats Notre Dame 73-54 in Gampel Pavillion on Dec. 5, 2021. A ceremony celebrating olympians
who graduated from UConn occured prior to the game, and many of them were in attendance. In addition, a second cermony was
held during halftime. FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY CAMPUS

a historic season, going an undefeated 39-0, winning the
Big East and NCAA Tournaments. Cash finished the year
averaging 14.9 points and 8.6
rebounds per game, playing
in all 39 contests. Her shooting percentage of .549 with the
volume of shots she took (401) is
absurd.
After their perfect season,
Cash, Bird, Jones and Williams made history in the 2002
WNBA Draft, all being selected
within the top six picks. Cash
was taken No. 2 overall by the
Detroit Shock. While she accounted for 21.3 percent of her
team’s total points, rebounds
and assists her rookie year, the
Shock still finished the year
with the worst record in the
league with a 9-23 mark.
“You have to understand,”
said Cash on Friday. “I was at
UConn and we went 39-0 as a
senior. I go to Detroit, drafted
No. 2 behind my roommate Sue
Bird, and we go 0-13. I really
felt at this small moment that
the world was coming down.
I’m like, ‘Why are you guys
okay with this?’”
A coaching change midway through the 2002 season
brought in longtime NBA veteran Bill Laimbeer, who made
Cash a team captain. The Storm
also shook up their roster,
priming themselves for a big

2003. As predicted by Laimbeer, the Shock had a championship season, winning the
Eastern Conference regular
season by seven games. They
won three playoff series that
postseason, the first three in
franchise history, en route to an
upset WNBA Finals win over
the two-time defending champion Los Angeles Sparks. That
season, Cash racked up 16.6
points, 5.8 rebounds and 3.6 assists per game, earning her first
All-Star nomination.
After her sophomore year,
Cash would go on to play 13
more professional seasons, last
playing with the New York Liberty in 2016. She was a champion two more times, named an
All-Star three more times, and
was the All-Star MVP twice.
She finished her playing career
just one of two athletes to accumulate 5,000 points, 2,000
rebounds and 1,000 assists. For
her overall efforts, Cash was
named to the WNBA 20th and
25th Anniversary Teams.
Cash also saw a prolific career representing her country,
playing for USA Basketball for
several years. She collected two
gold medals with the U.S. team,
in the 2004 Athens Games and
the 2012 London Games. In
2010, Cash was a part of the
2010 FIBA World Championship Gold Medal Team in the

Czech Republic. With that win,
the McKeesport native made
history, becoming one of just
eleven women to receive an
Olympic gold medal, an NCAA
Championship, a FIBA World
Cup Gold and a WNBA Championship. At every level, Cash
was a champion.
With the platform she
earned, Cash used it to express
her advocacy against racism
and gun violence. She was an
integral part of the 2016 WNBA
protests of recent shootings of
black men by police officers.
Cash and other Liberty players wore black T-shirts without
notice by the WNBA that read
#BlackLivesMatter and #Dallas5.
“I think it’s a shame that we
keep seeing people that want
to make this movement as
something that’s violent,” said
Cash in 2016. “Five cops gave
their lives up trying to protect
a peaceful movement. And in
this country, I do believe that
you can assemble peacefully
and protest against injustice.
So until the system transforms,
we cannot sit here and act like
there is not a problem here in
America.”
Cash also is involved in
plentiful charity work, as her
personal foundation, Cash for
Kids, promotes fitness, solid
health habits and education

through sports camps. Another one of her efforts, Cash
Building Blocks, renovates and
provides affordable housing for
lower income families.
After being inducted into the
Huskies of Honor in 2006 and
the Women’s Basketball Hall
of Fame in 2021, Cash was inducted into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame
on Sept. 2022.
“One of the things I learned
[at UConn] was that you’re
never
chasing
perfection,
you’re learning to form great
habits,” said Cash in her induction speech. “Thank you
to Coach [Geno] Auriemma, to
[Chris Dailey], Tonya [Cardoza], Jamelle [Elliott]... and my
whole UConn family… Giving
my all was my required gift to
the game, and the game forever
was a gift to me.”
Currently, Cash spends her
time with her husband, Steve,
and raising their two sons,
Saint and Syer. Cash spent
some time broadcasting, but
now resides as the Vice President of Basketball Operations
and Team Development of the
NBA’s New Orleans Pelicans,
making her one of the highestranking women in the NBA.
She continues to both grow the
game of basketball and pave the
way for women in sport after
her.
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UConn in the Pros: Barnes bounces back and
Stokes shines
by Noah Reed

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
he/him/his
noah.reed@uconn.edu

Matt Barnes, RHP, Boston
Red Sox
Barnes has recently been an
outlier in a struggling Boston
Red Sox bullpen despite what
his season numbers might
suggest. Since coming back
from the injured list on Aug.
4, Barnes has recorded a 2.45
ERA in 14.2 innings with three
saves for the Red Sox. Coming
off a season where he made his
first all-star team and received
a two-year extension, the expectations were extremely high for
the 32-year-old reliever. On the
year he holds an ERA of 5.40
and a WHIP of 1.58. Boston’s
2022 season has been nothing
but a disappointment in all
aspects, especially following
an appearance in the American
League Championship Series
last season. The bullpen has
been one of the main weaknesses, posting a 4.49 ERA
and ranking sixth worst in the
entire MLB. The Red Sox are
currently 10 games back from
the final wild card spot and are
below .500 by three games. It’s
only up to speculation on what
a healthy Matt Barnes would
have done this season, but he
seems to be going back to his
2021 first half form, which
could benefit the Red Sox if it
continues into next year.
Kiah Stokes, C, Las Vegas
Aces
Kiah Stokes and her Las
Vegas Aces are currently in the
WNBA finals, having just won
game one against the Connecticut Sun. Stokes took over the
starting center role from twotime All Star Dearcia Hamby in
the semifinals, helping propel
them to a 3-1 series victory over
the Seattle Storm. Bria Hartley
of the Connecticut Sun is the
other remaining UConn alumni
left in the playoffs though she
suffered an ACL tear earlier
this year and won’t see action
this postseason. Stokes has
started in all seven of her postseason appearances for Vegas
so far, averaging 7.7 rebounds
per game. In the regular season
Stokes had her best season at
the line with a free throw percentage of 81.3%, playing a vital
bench role for the top-seeded
Aces.
Travis Jones, DE, Baltimore Ravens
Travis Jones, drafted in the
third round by the Baltimore
Ravens this past spring, won’t
be on the field for the first
couple of games. According
to his coach John Harbaugh,

Kiah Stokes
and her
Las Vegas
Aces are
currently in
the WNBA
finals, having
just won
game one
against the
Connecticut
Sun.

On Nove. 30, 2021 the men’s basketball team defeats the University of Maryland Eastern Shore Hawks 72-63 at the XL Center on Tuesday night. The Hukies will battle Grambling State at Gampel Pavillion this Saturday coming in with a 7-1 record. FILE PHOTO
/THE DAILY CAMPUS

UConn plays against UMass in Amherst, Mass. on Saturday, Oct. 9. UMass beat UConn 27-13. FILE PHOTO /THE DAILY CAMPUS

Jones hyperextended his knee
in a preseason game but is
still expected to make his pro
debut this year. Jones, who
led the Huskies in sacks in
2021, has high promise as the
first Husky drafted since Matt
Peart back in 2020. Before the
injury, Jones was having a solid
camp and is only listed behind
Michael Pierce in the depth
chart for nose tackle. He’ll

look to play a key defensive
role for a Ravens team looking
to bounce back from a fourthplace finish in the AFC North.
Jones joins a defense that boasts
Pro-Bowlers Calais Campbell,
Marlon Humphrey, and Marcus
Peters and could be the piece
that takes Baltimore to the next
level.
Contract Update- Isaiah
Whaley, PF, Charlotte Hornets

WHAT TO KEEP AN EYE ON THIS WEEK

As another NBA season
looms just around the corner,
there’s good news for a former
Huskies forward. This week,
Isaiah Whaley accepted an
Exhibit 10 contract with the
Charlotte Hornets, reuniting
him with his college teammate
James Bouknight who was
drafted by the Hornets the season prior. Whaley was signed
to Charlotte’s summer league

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

team but never saw the court.
He totaled five seasons with the
Huskies, most notably starting
in 54 of 55 games in his final
two seasons and was named
Big East Co-Defensive Player of
the Year for 2020-2021. Whaley
also helped bring UConn back
into the national picture, starting his career on a 14-18 squad
and finishing with two straight
tournament appearances.

TWEETS OF THE DAY
UConn Huskies

UCONN SCOREBOARD

@UConnHuskies
We’re proud to honor the legacy of our
former Women’s athletic figures and the
championship culture they’ve created.
October 14-16, 2022

Upcoming Games
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Women’s Soccer, 7 p.m. Friday
Storrs, CT
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Men’s Soccer
Monday

RJ Ochoa

vs.
Men’s Soccer, 6:30 p.m. Saturday
Omaha, NB

@uconnmhoc

The Huskies are shipin back up to Boston
for Frozen Fenway 2023

@rjochoa
The Dallas Cowboys are the ONLY team in
the NFL who did not score a touchdown in
Week 1.
The only one.
Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept

